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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose. During the past year, as a result of war needs for petroleum.
it has been found necessary to alter some of the physical and chemical proper-
ties of motor gasoline in order to make available certain light petroleum frac-
tions needed for such items as high output fuels, synthetic rubber, explosives,
plastics, etc.These changes, particularly in volatility and anti-knock quality,
have so markedly affected the operation of our motor car engines that every
vehicle operator is well aware of impaired performance.
This qircular has been prepared, partly as an historical summary of the
properties of present-day gasoline, but chiefly to analyze engine performance
in the light of these properties and to suggest means and expedients that
operators may apply in attempting to obtain highest possible performance from
these admittedly inferior fuels.
2. Scope. The important properties of motor fuel are discussed and pres-
ent-day gasoline is compared with that of the pre-war period. An analysis of
the volatility problem is covered in some detail and the results of warm-up
studies from road tests are reported.Suggestions are made for modifying the
operation of engines with typical induction systems and practical hints are
offered on maintenance, operation, and for minor changes that may be made in
design to obtain more satisfactory engine operation with the fuels now avail-
able to civilian users.
3. Acknowledgments. The writer wishes to thank Professor S. H. Graf,
Director of Engineering Research, for valuable suggestions and for assistance
in editing the manuscript.Grateful acknowledgment is also made to those
members of the Society of Automotive Engineers, in Portland and elsewhere
on the Pacific Coast, who answered inquiries relative to the contents of this
publication.
II. PROPERTIES OF GASOLINE
1. Invariability of gasoline.The outstanding characteristic of gasoline,
as we know it over the entire nation, has always been its great uniformity
rather than diversity.From place to place and from one similar season to
another its quality has been held to such uniform specifications that the average
driver could, not distinguish between different brands of similar grade.True,
changes have been made in motor fuel quality, such as the gradual upgrading
in octane number in the years just preceding the war, but all like grades under-
went the same changes at virtually the same time.Strangely enough that same4 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
practice is being followed today in that the quality of all domestic gasolines has
been quite uniformly degraded.
2. Especially significant properties.It is now well established that the
important properties of gasoline comprise the items of detonation resistance,
volatility, and purity.These are the properties that can be specified to control
engine performance and life adequately.
PURITYincludes sulphur content, gum, and any extraneous undissolved
material like water and dirt.Sulphur, reported as a percentage by weight, is
an undesirable constituent of gasoline because it tends to form mineral acids
that corrode vital parts of the engine. Gum, a resinous substance with varnish-
like odor, is commonly reported in terms of milligrams of gum per 100 milli-
liters of gasoline and is an extremely objectionable agent when deposited on
valves, piston rings, and the inner surfaces of induction systems. Although solid
or liquid contaminants are obviously unwanted in gasoline, little annoyance is ex-
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Figure 1.Typical A.S.T.M. Volatility Curve for GasolineUTILIZATION OF WARTiME MOTOR FUEL
perienced from this source as ample precautionsare usually observed in hand
ling the fuel from refiner to consumer.
VOLATILITYis generally thought of as the tendency to evaporate under
given conditions.The condition under which gasoline evaporates ina car-
bureting engine is in the presence of air.This fact is the key to the solution
of the now existing volatility problem and will be discussed insome detail later.
The volatility of gasoline is usually expressed asa temperature at which a cer-
tain percentage by volume is evaporated over itsown liquid at atmospheric
pressure.The well known A.S.T.M. distillation curve, of which Figure 1 isa
typical example, has been used extensively for many years to indicate therange
of boiling temperatures of gasoline whose volatility range is roughly between
100 F and 400 F.
DETONATION REsIsTANcE or anti-knock value of gasoline is the tendency of
the fuel to resist abnormally rapid burning as the combustionprocess nears
the end of its travel across the combustion chamber. The octane number scale
is now the accepted standard by which this detonating tendency is measured for
gasolines under 100 octane number.
Present-day gasolines will now be compared with those of the immediate
pre-war period chiefly in the light of these briefly discussed properties.
III. PRESENT AND PRE-WAR GASOLINES COMPARED
1. Sources and treatment of data.In Figure 2 are shown in bar
diagram form, comparisons of average pre-war and present-day gasolines for
the ordinary laboratory inspections of gravity, vaporpressure, sulphur, and
gum.
Data for these averages were compiled from Federalsurveys, institu-
tional laboratory reports, commercial laboratory tests, and the author's personal
data.
For all inspections indicated in Figure 2, except those forpre-war sulphur,
regular grade and premium gasolines were averaged togetheras a single fuel.
This was done because final averages disclosed such similarity between grades
for these particular fuel qualities, there seemed no point in differentiating
between regular and premium fuels.
2. Gravity.The American Petro1eun Institute (API) gravity isan
index of the relative weight or density of liquids. On this scale increasingly
large numbers indicate liquids of decreasing density.An API gravity of 10
indicates a liquid as heavy as water, and an API gravity greater than 10
indicates the relative weight of a liquid lighter than water.
Gasoline, which is normally about three-fourths as heavyas water, has an
API gravity of approximately 60.It will be noted from the chart that average
present-day gasoline has an API gravity of 55.5 which makes itslightly
heavier than its pre-war counterpart. The difference, however, isnot especially
significant.For example, a 60.3 API gravity fuel weighs 6.18 poundsper
gallon while one of 55.5 gravity weighs but 0.13 pounds less.In terms of
heat energy this reptesents an additional 2,650 Btu per gallon, which ison the
side of benefit to the consumer.Expressed in terms of fuel economy this
amount of energy could give an additional 0.5 mile per gallon, other items of
utilization remaining the same.Poorer fuel mileage with wartime gasoline
cannot therefore, be laid to gravity.6 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
3. Vapor pressure.The vapor pressure of gasoline is stated in pounds
per square inch gage at 100 F as observed in the Reidbomb according to
standard test procedure.Typical values range from 5 to 12 psi, with a normal
average running about 7.5.This pressure is an index of the presence of "wild"
or low boiling compounds in a motor fuel and for this reasonit has been used
widely as a correlating agent in predicting the vapor locking characteristics of
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Figure 2.Comparison of Pre-war and Present.day Gasoline Qualities
gasoline.As an example, a fuel having a Reid vapor pressure of 8.5 pounds
per square inch should be free of vapor lock if the fuel line temperatureis kept
below 130 F at sea level, or if the altitude is less than 8,000 feet with normal
atmospheric temperature.
The slight increase in vapor pressure between pre-war and present-day
gasoline indicated in Figure 2 is not significant of any appreciable additional
hazard in the operation of carbureting engines. Vapor pressure can, therefore,
be disregarded in any consideration of significant changes in fuel quality.
4. Sulphur and gum.These two items of purity, already briefly de-
scribed, may be considered under one heading for the purpose here intended as
it is only desired to compare the purity of motor fuel for the two periods under
consideration.
Referring again to Fiure 2, it is seen that the compiled results showed all
gasolines, pre-war and present, to contain approximately 0.1 per cent sulphurr-
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by weight.This is a well recognized, sufficiently low, value to insure cor-
rosion-free operation and it meets the older conservative government specifi-
cation.U. S. Army Specification 2-103B for motor vehicle fuel now allows
0.25 per cent sulphur.
The air jet gum content of 2 milligrams per 100 milliliters of fuel, shown
also in Figure 2, is eminently low for trouble-free operation.Army Specifi-
cation 2-103B, referred to above, permits a maximum of 7 milligrams.
Summarizing then for the items of fuel quality, reported in Figure 2, the
general statement can be made that no deleterious effects in engine operation
should be encountered from minor changes which may have been made in
gravity, vapor pressure, sulphur, or gum.
PREWAR,1941 PRESENT, 1944
Figure 3.Average Octane Ratings of Prewar and Present.day Gasolines
5. Detonation resistance.Figure 3 compares the average octane ratings
of gasolines marketed in 1941 with those of the present. On the leftare shown
the common grades of third structure, regular, and premium with indicated
octane numbers of 64, 74, and ,3.These averages represent the approximate
peak values ever attained by each grade in their steady climb during the past
decade.To the right are shown the knock ratings of wartime regular and
premium gasolines having average octane numbers of 71.5 and 75.
It is at once apparent that present-day premium fuel is about equal in
knock resistance to pre-war regular grade.Further, th two classes of fuel are
now separated by only 3octane numbers instead of 9 as beIore.If the state-
ment is true that the least change in knock resistance that the ear can detect is
one effected by a change of three octane numbers, it might seem futile from
this standpoint only to pay an additional price for present-day premium fuel.
The principal reasons for lowered knock ratings are due to curtailment of
tetra-ethyl lead for use in domestic gasolines.On November 1,1943, the
Petroleum Administrator for War set the upper octane number limit ofpre-
mium gasoline at 76 and pegged all regular grade at 72.More recently, JulyENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
16, 1944, the upper limit of regular grade has been lowered to 70.Savings in
lead result not only from the lesser amounts used per gallon but from gasoline
rationing as well.When it is realized that 100 octane aviation fuel requires
over 4 cc of tetra-ethyl lead per gallon, the need forlead curtailment can be
realized.
Although the effect of this lowered octane rating on engine performance
is decidedly noticeable, even a little annoying at times, it does not affect the35
mile per hour level road operation of passenger vehicles, as their octane re-
quirement at such low load factors is considerably below 70.The audible
detonation, occurring under conditions of acceleration and climb, is usually of
such short duration and low intensity that no harmful effects occur.It is only
under conditions of sustained high intensity knock, with resulting highcylinder
and valve temperatures that detonation is liable to pass into pre-ignition,which,
if abnormally severe, can cause engine failure.
Properly trained truck drivers can avoid this situation by intelligent manip-
ulation of gears to keep engine rotative speeds up to recommendedvalues,
thereby insuring maximum cooling and minimum knock.
In tolerating the additional "ping," may it be a reminder that thelead
shortage in our gasoline has been added to another gallon of fighting grade now
performing service in a plane on some battlefront of the war!
6. Volatility.By far the greatest change that has taken place in gaso-
line, and one that is disconcertingly apparent to every motor vehicle operator,
is the change in volatility. To illustrate what marked differencesexist between
today's motor fuel and that of 1941, the curves of Figure 4 have beenprepared
from the reliable compilations heretofore cited.It should be stated here that
these data apply particularly to the Pacific Coast area where thevolatility is
even lower than in other parts of the ContinentalUnited States (1).
The three lower curves represent the familiar A.S.T.M. distillations of pre-
war third structure, regular, andpremium grade gasolines while the upper
curve indicates today's average motor fuel,whether it be regular or premium.
There is so little difference in volatility between these two fuel types,that a
single curve can quite accurately describe them both.
In studying these curves, one is impressed by the fact that thevolatility of
present-day gasoline has been lowered over the greater portion ofits boiling
temperature range and that it is now inferior in this respect to pre-warthird
structure grade.It is further evident that little change has been made in the
shape of the curve below the 10 per cent temperature.This similarity is by
no means accidental as the boiling temperaturesof this lower 10 per cent frac-
tion control two important operating characteristics of thecarbureting engine,
namely, starting and vapor lock.
IV. THE VOLATILITY PROBLEM
1. Effect of .volatility on engine performance.So much is known
concerning the effect of gasoline volatility on engine performancethat fuel
designers are now quite familiar with the limiting values oftemperatures
which may be used in constructing a fuel to meetrequirements for satisfactory
engine operation.Some of the performance items which can be controlled by
fuel volatility include starting, warm-up, acceleration,cruising, crankcase dilu-
tion, vapor lock,loss from tanks,fuel consumption, mixture distribution,
volumetric efficiency, and others.UTILIZATION OF WARTIME MOTOR FUEL 9
It is beyond the scope of this writing to explain in detail how,or to what
extent, volatility can influence each of these performance factors, but it should
be made clear that whenever the volatility of gasoline deviates from the rather
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Figure 4.A.S.T.M. Volatilities of Present and Pre-war Gasolines10 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
narrow limits of an established pattern, any, orall, of these performance char-
acteristics may be noticeably affected.
Referring again to Figure 4, there will be noted four vertical scaleswithin
the diagram, named from left to right, starting, acceleration and warm-up,
cruising, and crankcase dilution.Numbers on these vertical scales indicate
Fahrenheit atmospheric temperatures.At the point of intersection of each of
these scales with the A.S.T.M. distillation curve, the atmospheric temperature,
below which trouble impends, is read.
As an example, all curves cross the starting scale at 7 F whichindicates
satisfactory starting (in ten revolutions) at this, or any higheratmospheric
temperature, but unsatisfactory starting when the atmospherictemperature is
below 7 F.Complaints have been made on the starting characteristics of war-
time gasoline, but it is the writer's opinion, based on experience and ananalysis
of the data available, that such difficulty more likely can becharged to causes
other than fuel quality.
Intersections on the acceleration and warm-up scale reveal someinteresting
facts.It can be seen that an atmospheric temperature (not underhood or
carburetor inlet temperature) of approximately 7 F is necessary foracceptable
acceleration and warm-up without use of the choke.This temperature is ap-
proximately 30 F higher than required for pre-war third structuregasoline, a
fuel known to possess poor warm-up characteristics.
The cruising scale indicates a requirement of 67 F atmospheric temperature
for backfire-free operation on level road at 55 miles per hour.This require-
ment is, of course, not a cause for concern with 35mile per hour speed limita-
tions so far as smooth operation is concerned.Because of the greater influence
of poor distribution, however, combustion may be incomplete, andthus adversely
affect efficiency.
From the standpoint of fuel volatility, Figure 4 indicatesfreedom from
crankcase oil dilution with the wartime gasoline.This is at variance with
numerous reports from operators claimingincreased dilution, dating from the
approximate time when low volatile fuels appeared.The dilution is probably
traceable to operational procedures, such as more cold starts per100 miles and
decreased effectiveness of crankcase ventilating systems atlowered speeds,
rather than to an excess of heavy ends in the fuel.
A study of the three pre-war gasolines, as they lie inrelation to one
another and to the present gasoline on the coordinates andscales of Figure 4,
should be of interest to the reader.Most difficulties experienced with wartime
gasoline are explained by the differences between these curves.
2. Equilibriumair volatility.The conventional induction system of a
carbureting engine is composed of the carburetor and a multi-portedinlet mani-
fold.Starting from the time that liquid fuel is drawn from thecarburetor jets
and mixed with the inflowing air, to the end of thecombustion process, evap-
oration of various portions of the fuel can be takingplace.Obviously, the fuel
is being evaporated in an atmosphere of air, andunder such conditions the
partial pressure law controls the pressure of the fuel vaporand consequently
the boiling temperature of the entrained liquid.
The complex problem of determining the temperatures atwhich various
percentages of the fuel evaporate under equilibriumconditions, when the air-
vapor ratio is varied between theinflammable limits of 4 to 1 and 20 to 1 was
undertaken by the Bureau of Standards about fifteen years ago.The results40
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Figure 5.AS.T.M. and Corresponding Equilibrium-air Volatility of
Present and Pre-war Gasolines
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of that investigation were reported by 0. C. Bridgeman (2), in the S.A.E.
Transactions for 1929.From this work it is now possible to calculate from the
A.S.T.M. volatility, the so-calledequilibrium air distillationcurves for a wide
volatility range of gasolines.Such curves have been constructed in Figure 5
for wartime gasoline and pre-war premium grade. These represent extremes in
volatility and will be discussed with special reference to the present warm-up
and acceleration problem.
The lower two curves of Figure 5 were calculated for 13 to 1 air-vapor
ratios and a total pressure (air plus vapor) of one atmosphere.Thirteen to
one is a power mixture and is usually required for accelerating performance.
Looking now at the E.A.D. curve for wartime gasoline, a temperature of 130 F
is read for the 100 per cent evaporated point.This is interpreted to mean that
a mixture temperature of 130 F is needed in the engine manifold to evaporate
completely all the fuel, assuming equilibrium conditions to obtain.
To insure good distribution, of an equal quantity of fuel being fed to each
cylinder, it is necessary that most of the fuel be evaporated before it enters
any leg of the inlet manifold.This is the reason for placing the "hot spot"
immediately after the carburetor flange.
From work on volatility conducted at the University of Michigan under
the direction of G. G. Brown (3), and carried on almost sinuiltaneously with
that done by the Bureau of Standards, it was concluded that aiproximately 75
per cent of the fuel should be evaporated in the engine manifold to obtain
satisfactory acceleration.
If this figure is used with the upper E.A.D. curve of Figure 5, it is seen
that a mixture temperature of 112 F is needed providing equilibrium conditions
prevail.By equilibrium is meant that no further evaporation would take place
at this temperature even though more time were allowed by increasing the
manifold length.It is an accepted fact that equilibrium is not complete in
engine manifolds and therefore, somewhat higher than equilibrium temperatures
must be maintained.
Another significant observation that can be made from the E.A.D. curves
is, that due to their flatness, a small increase in temperature can increase, by an
appreciable amount, the quantity of fuel evaporated.Thus in the case of the
E.A.D. curve for wartime gasoline, if the temperature is increased to 130 F,
just 18 F more, the remaining 25 per cent of the fuel will be evaporated.This
type of analysis provides the basis for design of intake manifolds adaptable to
fuels of various known volatilities.
V. WARM-UP ROAD TESTS
1. Types of inlet manifolds.Although inlet manifolds may be classified
in various ways, according to some special feature, such as direction of draft,
shape, number of ports, etc., attention is especially directed here to their indi-
vidual differences on the basis of the means used to transfer heat to the fuel-
air mixture and control its temperature.
The four mediums available for carrying heat to the mixture are (1) the
underhood air,(2) the jacket coolant, (3) the lubricating oil, and (4) the
exhaust gases.To these might be added the metal of the engine block.No
single manifold design uses any one of these mediums to the exclusion of all
others, but many incorporate combinations of two or more with a preponder-
ance of one.Figure 6.Types of Induction Manifolds14 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
As an example, the design shown at "A" in Figure 6 is commonly known
as a water jacketed type, but heat is also transferred to the mixture from
the exhaust gases through the exhaust pipe and the cylinder block.
The exhaust heated inlet manifold, at "B," Figure 6,is the closest ap-
proach to a pure type, but even this design receives some heat from the sur-
rounding air and the engine metal, particularly in the manifold branches lead-
ing from the hot spot.
The intake manifold on the V-8 engine, "C," Figure 6, receives most of
its heat from an exhaust jacket immediately after the carburetor, but the mix-
ture may also be heated from such sources as the lubricating oil, underhood
air, and the block metal.
2. Factors affecting mixture temperature.Probably the most com-
mon method employed to control the fuel-air temperature in the intake mani-
fold is that used in the exhaust hot spot system shown at "B" in Figure 6.
Here a butterfly valve under the control of a bi-metallic coiled spring is posi-
tioned, according to spring temperature, to by-pass a generous portion of the
exhaust gas around and across a rather small section of the inlet manifold
just after the carburetor.As the hi-metallic spring temperature increases due
to its proximity with the exhaust heat, the butterfly valve gradually assumes
a position which closes the hot spot opening and allows direct flow of exhaust
gases to the muffler.After the engine becomes warm, the exhaust heat is no
longer needed and the mixture temperature is controlled by a combination of
the underhood air and the cylinder block temperatures.In some designs, includ-
ing modern engines, no automatic temperature control is used with the exhaust-
heated hot spot, and in such cases warm-up may be slower due to the necessity
of restricting the size of these exhaust passages which are open at all times.
The inlet manifold referred to as the water jacketed type relies on the
temperature of the cooling medium to regulate and control mixture temperature.
If the coolant temperature is increased there is a corresponding increase in
mixture temperature.Actualtestresultsreported herein will show this
relationship.
Finally, mixture temperature can be influenced to a very marked degree by
the temperature of the air entering the carburetor.This temperature is not
always that of the underhood air.Intake cleaners and silencers have grown in
size and mass to a point where they have considerable heat capacity.The
incoming air, in traversing the passages through these devices, is warmed in
proportion to the air cleaner temperature.It is not uncommon to find a 30 F
rise in air temperature through the cleaner-silencer unit.
3. Results of warm-up tests.In order to compare the actual mixture
temperatures during the warm-up period with those calculated in equilibrium-
air distillation for present-day gasoline, a limited number of road tests were
made.
Thermocouples were installed on the engine at three locations,(1)in
carburetor air horn, after the air cleaner, (2) in the mixture stream after the
hot spot, and (3) in the jacket coolant on the engine side of the thermostat. A
Lewis pyrometer with multi-point switch was used as the temperature indicat-
ing instrument.Tests were usually made in the early morning when the
atmospheric temperature was lowest and after the car had stood in the open
during the night.Although inaccuracies, due to wet bulb effect, are known to
exist with this method of temperature measurement, the error introduced isUTILIZATION OF WARTIMEMOTORFUEL 15
practically constant and therefore results expressed as temperature differences
should be reasonably accurate.
The procedure consisted of a one minute stationary warm-up period, at
approximately 1,000 rpm, followed by a level road run at 35 miles per hour in
high gear.Readings of the three temperatures, referred to above, were taken
at one minute intervals until steady conditions obtained.
Typical warm-up curves such as those shown in Figure 7 were plotted
from the test data.It is interesting to compare the rapid rate of temperature
rise for the jacket water with the lower rates of both the mixture and the car-
buretor inlet air temperatures.Further, it is seen that the mixture temperature
does not reach equilibrium until approximately ten minutes have elapsed; a
length of time commonly greater than that required for short runs to and
from work.
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Another significant observation brought out by the mixture temperature
curve is the point of leveling off at 105 F.Referring again to Figure 5, the
13 to 1 air-vapor ratio curve for present-day gasoline shows 65per cent of
the fuel to be evaporated at equilibrium when the temperature of the mixture
is 105 F.Assuming equilibrium conditions to prevail in the engine manifold,
which they do not, the above data would indicate that the carburetor should
meter an 8.4 to 1 air-fuel ratio in order to produce a 13 to 1 air-vapor ratio
at this temperature. As carburetors are seldom set so rich as this, it is evident
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that considerably less than 65 per cent of the fuel is actually evaporated at
105 F, and consequently inlet manifolds are required to handle excessively
wet mixtures.
Figure 8 calls attention to the effect of speed on the final steady tempera-
tures attained by the carburetor inlet air, the mixture, and the jacket water.
These observations were made on a car having a water-jacketed intake manifold
and equipped with a 180 F thermostat.It is interesting to note that the mixture
temperature faIls off with increased level-road speed.This fact might be useful
in the development of any device designed to increase mixture temperature.
VI. SUGGESTED MEANS OF IMPROVING
ENGINE OPERATION
1. High-temperature thermostats.One answer to the problem of low
volatility is to increase the mixture temperature in order to evaporate addi-
tional fuel.
On water-jacketed manifolds, some advantage can be gained by installing
high-temperature thermostats in the cooling system.Figure 9 shows two sets
of warm-up curves obtained under the test conditions previously described. By
increasing the jacket temperature 15 F, the inlet-to-carburetor temperature was
increased from 74 to 86 F, despite the lower atmospheric temperature of 55
instead of 65 F.Had the atmospheric temperature been 65 F it is likely that
the carburetor air temperature would have exceeded 90 F.
Of principal interest, however, is the rise in temperature of the mixture
from 110 to 118 F.This 8 degree rise is capable of evaporating an additional
12 per cent of the fuel according to Figure 5.In support of the reasonable
accuracy of the test methods here employed it was noted thatthe throttle
response, although not up to standard, was greatly improvedby effecting this
temperature change.
If the mixture temperature could be made to rise at a more rapid rate
the warm-up period could be reduced.The 175 F thermostat did reduce this
time by about one and one-half minutes but better results than this should be
obtained.Attention should be called to the fact that thermostats set for this
higher control temperature should not be used with alcohol anti-freeze solu-
tions as most of them boil below this temperature.
2. Adjustment of automatic chokes.Another way of increasing the
amount of fuel vapor in the induction system of an engiiw is to evaporate
partly a greater total quantity of fuel.This can be done by metering a richer
mixture from the carburetor.Automatic chokes serve this function by reduc-
ing the air supply, when the engine is cold, to approximately a 1 to 1 air-fuel
ratio.Most of these devices are controlled by the exhaust manifold tempera-
ture which serves to open the choke valve gradually as that temperature
increases.Adjustment can be made on certain types of automatic chokes which
will cause them to remain closed until a slightly higher temperature is reached.
This has the effect of maintaining the required richer mixture for a little
longer time during the warm-up period.If properly adjusted the economy
setting of the carburetor will not be altered after the engine is warm.
3. Clean hot spots.Engines equipped with exhaust heated manifolds and
160 F thermostats show almost the same warm-up characteristics as those of
the water-jacketed type, as a comparison of Figures 7 and 9 will show. High18 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
temperature water thermostats do not shorten the warm-up time of engines
equipped with this type of manifold, but the final mixture temperature is raised
due to a warmer underhood condition of both the engine and the atmosphere.
Somewhat better heat transfer from hot spot to fuel mixture can beex-
pected, and realized, if the carbon is periodically removed from the hot-spot
surfaces.This can be accomplished best by sandblasting but ordinary scraping
is effective.No actual test results are available to show the effectiveness of
this maintenance practice but opinion is offered that it would not completely
solve the problem since little more could be done than to convert the surfaces
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Figure 9.Effect of Jacket Temperature on Warm.up Mixture Temperature.Tests
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to their original condition; a design based on the use of veryuniform pre-war
gasoline.
4. Pre-heated inlet air.One obvious way of increasing the mixture
temperature is to increase the temperature of the air entering thecarburetor.
As the engine exhaust is the one source of quick heat, some form of stove,
built around the exhaust manifold, that would permit the air to be drawn over
this surface before entering the carburetor suggests itself as a possiblesolution.
Such a device would have to include means to control or cut off thissupply
of warm air immediately after the warm-up period in order to avoid excessively
high carburetor temperatures that could lead to power loss and vapor lock.
5. Warm-up speed.Another suggested practicefor decreasing the
warm-up time is to increase the speed of the engine from the customary1,000
rpm to about 1,800 rpm. On engines equipped withexhaust heated hot spots
this would provide almost double the heat energy both to the hot spot and the
jacket water.It is true that additional fuel would be consumed during the
one minute warm-up period but by this time theautomatic choke would be
partly open and less gasoline would be used during the first few minutesof
road travel.
6. Richer carburetor settings.Some operators have found a partial
solution to the low fuel volatility problem by adjusting the normal carburetor.
setting to a richer mixture.This can be done by increasing the size of main
jets or by replacement of metering pins.Another practice has been to raise the
carburetor float level about 1/64 inch. One taxicab operator, using heavy V-8
type engines, has found it necessary to use a 12.4 air-fuelratio for satisfactory
operation.Obviously, richer mixtures tend toward poorer fuel economy, but,
depending upon the type of operation, this may not actually result.Richer
mixtures provide additional engine cooling which is an aid in suppressing deto-
nation from fuels of lowered knock ratings.
The problem of low fuel volatility is a serious one, since thecombination
of it and decreased driving speeds contribute to engine wear. Lowvolatility,
in itself, is an accident hazard. With 5,000 cars per day being withdrawnfrom
the country's supply and with little hope of getting new cars before 1946, every
effort should be made to increase the life of our transportation equipment.
If serious attempts are contemplated by fleet owners and automotive service
agencies to deal adequately with the problem of low fuel volatility, further
detailed study should be made by them.Investigation should be extended to
vehicles of different makes and to experimental devices designed to increase
the mixture temperature and its initial rate of temperature rise.
In a publication of this kind it is, of course, quite impossible to cover in
detail exact recommendations for all vehicles, but general principles havebeen
set forth to the extent that any interested operator or mechaniccould pursue
the problem further by applying them to his particular equipment.
VII. PETROLEUM RESOURCES
Present restrictions in gasoline supply, due to the war, often cause questions
to be raised concerning the length of time thatpetroleum will be available.
Although not directly related to the subject of this writing, itstill seems
appropriate here to make some mention of the world's potential supply.20 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION CIRCULARNo. 8
1. Known petroleum reserves.During the past ten years many author-
ities have commented on United States provedreserves and almost without
exception those comments have presented a rather discouraging picture ofour
dwindling petroleum supply.It is indeed encouraging then, in the light of these
predictions, to read Wallace E. Pratt in the American Scientist for April 1944
who points out that the common view of looking atour petroleum resources
from the static or petroleum reserves viewpoint, is completely misleading.
The story of United States petroleum reserves is commonly told by simply
stating that our known supply of crude oil amounts to approximatelytwenty
billion barrels and at the present rate of consumption, which is wellover a
billion barrels annually, that supply will be exhausted in about fifteenyears.
If it were strictly true that petroleum would be practically nonexistent in this
Country fifteen years hence, there would indeed be cause for grave concern.
Such is very unlikely to be the case, however, fora number of reasons.
2. Estimated potential supply.In the production of petroleum, it has
been common practice to recover only about 48 per centor less of the total
volume of oil in an original deposit, leaving behind that portion whichwas
difficult and costly to remove.Taking into consideration our proved reserves
of 20 billion barrels and all of the oil that has been taken from the groundto
date, (about 48 billion barrels) there still remains in the earth beneath the
United States a known quantity of crude oil amounting to something like 100
billion barrels.With improved methods of secondary recovery, it seemscer-
tain that much of this will become available over a period ofyears.
While few new discoveries have been made during the past threeyears,
due in part to curtailment of exploration during a waremergency, there was
yet an adequate supply.There are well over a million square miles of unex-
plored possible oil-producing land in this country alone.This area is about
equal to the total explored and producing territory covered to date.Past
experience has shown that from one to two per cent of the promisingarea
tested has produced crude.It may then be justifiably expected to find consid-
erable oil from these unexplored regions.
Now that man has discovered, and put into practice, the art of uniting
gaseous hydrocarbons to form liquid hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight,
itis possible to produce motor fuel from our large reserves of naturalgas.
This process would not deplete the normal supply of naturalgas as only the
heavier, unwanted constituents are removed for motor fuel.It has been esti-
mated authoritatively, that in the proved reserves of naturalgas of the United
States there arc the equivalent of 17 billion barrels of petroleum.Here alone
is a possible source of motor fuel for some time.
In addition to our domestic proved reserves of some 20 billion barrels,
American interests have proved reserves in other countries amounting to at
least an equal amount. These together with the petroleum equivalent of natural
gas total 57 billion barrels under the control of American petroleum interests.
To this can be added the 100 billion barrels remaining in the ground fora total
of 157 billion barrels.
Outside the United States there are at least five million square miles of
first class oil-promising land.Exploration over the surface of the earth has
hardly begun.Although this country now produces over 65 per cent of the
world's petroleum, time will probably show that less than 15 per cent of the
world's total oil had its origin in formations under the soil of the United
States.The possibilities of petroleum discovery are enormous and will be lim-
ited only by our ability to devise means and equipment adequately to explore and
develop these undiscovered resources.-:'
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